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8 ABSTRACT: Carbothermic reduction of neodymium(III)
9 oxide (Nd2O3) was performed by arc melting and in a
10 graphite resistance furnace, using copper as a solvent metal.
11 Successful carbothermic reduction was evident by formation
12 of copper−neodymium intermetallics, where predominant
13 phases were found to be Cu6Nd and Cu5Nd. The reduction
14 reaction is proposed to be caused by thermal decomposition
15 of neodymium oxide carbide (Nd2O2C2) forming a molten
16 mixture of neodymium(III) oxide and neodymium dicarbide
17 (NdC2) upon release of carbon monoxide (CO(g)), where
18 subsequent decomposition of neodymium dicarbide was
19 facilitated by a reduction in activity of formed elemental
20 neodymium species solvated in molten copper. Addition of carbon in excess of neodymium oxide carbide stoichiometry was
21 found to correlate with increased concentration of neodymium in copper, likely caused by an increase in concentration of
22 neodymium dicarbide.

23 ■ INTRODUCTION
24 Rare earth elements (REEs) are of increasing importance with
25 the transition into a greener economy.1 Neodymium (Nd) is
26 recognized by multiple nations as a light rare earth element of
27 critical importance, due to increasing use in applications
28 ranging from catalysis to electronics and permanent
29 magnets.2−4 Synthesis of elemental Nd was originally
30 performed by calciothermic reduction, where Nd(III) species
31 (chloride, fluoride, oxide etc.) were reduced by elemental
32 calcium, forming elemental Nd.5 The calciothermic reduction
33 route, being a batch process, made the process labor intensive
34 and time-consuming, driving up its production cost. Modern
35 production of elemental Nd utilizes molten salt electrolysis,
36 allowing for continuous production of the element along with
37 higher product purity. With this method, Nd species in the
38 form of oxides, fluorides, or chlorides are fed to a molten bath
39 consisting of chlorides or fluorides, being electrochemically
40 reduced.6 Molten salt methods are however not without
41 drawbacks; molten chlorides have low current efficiency as well
42 as being hygroscopic, operating below the melting point of
43 elemental Nd, requiring formation of an alloy with a melting
44 point below that of the chloride bath in order to avoid dendrite
45 formation and vaporization of the electrolyte.7 Molten fluoride
46 electrolytes, on the other hand, have low solubility of
47 neodymium(III) oxide (Nd2O3). This necessitates close
48 control of feedstock addition in order to avoid sludge settling
49 to the cell bottom, anode effect, and bath compositional
50 changes as a function of feedstock content.8 As such, more

51energy efficient, high productivity methods of producing and
52recycling Nd are sought.
53Due to the high affinity between rare earth elements and
54carbon, forming a range of stable carbides and oxide carbides,
55carbothermic reduction as a method of producing the
56corresponding elemental compounds has been considered to
57be difficult at best.9 From available literature, several accounts
58of carbothermic reduction with respect to elements that are
59known to form stable carbides were found, among these, the
60rare earths are represented. Some methods mentioned are
61reduction by dissolving into suitable solvent metals, reaction
62between carbides, and an element forming a more stable
63carbide, formation of nitrides then vacuum decomposition of
64said nitrides in solution with suitable solvent metals, etc.10−18

65Examples from literature reveals, among others, a patent by
66Staggers that describes carbothermic reduction of rare earth
67elements by formation of rare earth silicide alloys.18 The
68method apparently allows for the simultaneous carbothermic
69reduction of rare earth oxides, especially cerium oxide (CeO2)
70along with alkaline earth oxides such as barium oxide (BaO),
71calcium oxide (CaO), and strontium oxide (SrO) in the
72presence of silica (SiO2) and elemental iron (Fe) at elevated
73temperatures, forming both rare earth and alkaline earth
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74 silicides.18 A later patent by Gschneider et al. describes
75 reduction of rare earth oxides by use of carbon as reductant.
76 The patent discloses reduction of Nd and praseodymium (Pr)
77 in the presence of elements like silicon (Si), germanium (Ge),
78 tin (Sn), lead (Pb), arsenic (As), antimony (Sb), and bismuth
79 (Bi). In addition to the reduction of the above-mentioned Nd
80 and Pr, the possibility of performing carbothermic reduction of
81 other rare earths like lanthanum (Ln), cerium (Ce), samarium
82 (Sm), europium (Eu), gadolinium (Gd), terbium (Tb),
83 dysprosium (Dy), holmium (Ho), and thulium (Tu) were
84 mentioned.14 It is interesting to note that the patents of both
85 Staggers and Gschneider et al. mentioned formation of rare
86 earth silicides, yet no mechanism of formation was given in
87 either patent.
88 When addressing problems regarding formation of stable
89 carbides during carbothermic reduction, a method proposed by
90 Anderson and Parlee circumvents problems associated with
91 formation of such carbides. With this method, dissolution of
92 the reactive elemental compounds into a solvent metal (Sn) is
93 performed, hence lowering chemical activity of an element
94 below that required for carbide formation. The method allows
95 for carbothermic reduction of oxides of Zr, Mg, Ti, Si, Al, and
96 U, while direct carbothermic reduction of rare earth elements
97 was not mentioned.11,19 An example with respect to use of
98 carbides was found in a patent by Mcallum et al. which
99 describes carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3, forming neo-
100 dymium sesquicarbide (Nd2C3) or neodymium dicarbide
101 (NdC2) that was subsequently reacted with TiFe2 and Fe2B,
102 forming an Fe−B−Nd alloy. The assumed mechanism was that
103 titanium would form a carbide of higher stability than any Nd-
104 carbides. According to the patent, evidence of finely dispersed
105 titanium carbide (TiC) was found to exist within the sample.16

106 The general chemical reactions governing carbothermic
107 reduction of oxides by metal solvent are (I−IV):
108 Carbothermic reduction of the oxide (I):

y x yM O C M CO(g)x y + → +

109 Solvation of the solute metal(II):

x xM MA A(solvated)→

110 Formation of an intermetallic (III):

x zM M M Mx zA(solvated) B(Solvent) (A) (B)+ ↔

111 The major competing reaction concerns the formation of
112 carbides (IV):

x nM C M Cx n+ →

113 According to work performed by Anderson and Parlee as
114 reviewed by Selvaduray, the significant factors regarding choice
115 of solvent metal include formation of stable intermetallic
116 compounds, along with melting and boiling point, density,
117 abundance of solvent metal, solubility of other metals,
118 reactivity toward gaseous species, and carbon solubility.11,17

119 Intermetallic compounds should preferably display high
120 melting points, indicative of high affinity between solvent
121 and solute metal. Density determines if oxide material being
122 subject to reduction either floats or sinks in the liquid solvent
123 metal, influencing the surface area available for reaction to
124 occur.17 Boiling point was found to be important with respect
125 to separation of formed product from solvent metal when
126 vacuum distillation was employed as well as the ability to
127 maintain a low pressure atmosphere during the reduction.17

128Carbon solubility is another important feature with respect to
129choice of solvent metal, meaning that the solvent metal should
130have negligible carbon solubility. Suitable solvent metals
131should also be abundant in nature and preferably nontoxic.
132Any solvent metal should also display limited reactivity with
133respect to gaseous species like nitrogen (N2(g)) and oxygen
134(O2(g)).

17 Partial pressure of carbon monoxide (CO(g)) must
135be kept below equilibrium, shifting the reaction to the product
136side, according to Le Chatelier’s principle. Removal of CO(g)
137is usually achieved by continuous vacuum pumping or
138continuous flushing with inert gas.10,11 According to available
139literature, depending on type of oxide to be reduced, metals
140displaying desired properties with regards to acting as solvent
141metals are tin (Sn), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), bismuth (Bi),
142antimony (Sb), iron (Fe), and silicon (Si).10,11,20,21 The
143feasibility of carbothermic reduction with respect to an oxide in
144a solvent metal depends on the activity of the solute metal in a
145solvated or intermetallic state. The activity must be below
146values required for the formation of corresponding carbides.
147Should the solute metal activity be kept lower than mandated
148by the equilibrium constant representative of the carbide
149formation, decomposition of the carbide into carbon and metal
150constituents would be expected, provided kinetic barriers are
151absent.17 It is well-known that copper has a very low carbon
152solubility and forms several intermetallics with neodymium
153(Nd). It also features a high boiling point which make it a
154suitable solvent metal for investigating carbothermic reduction
155of neodymium oxide.22−25 Carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3
156in absence of a metal solvent will form either the oxide carbide
157(Nd2O2C2) or the dicarbide (NdC2) depending on the
158available quantity of carbon, partial pressure of carbon
159monoxide (CO(g)) and the temperature.26,27 Information on
160the Nd−O−C system is unfortunately scarce, and only one
161paper by Butherus et al. was found on the synthesis and
162properties of Nd2O2C2.

26 The current work thus, initially,
163addresses carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3 in the presence of
164graphite, to evaluate thermal behavior of the Nd2O2C2 phase.
165Subsequently, reactants featuring final Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry
166were reduced by utilizing copper as a solvent metal and then
167analyzed to determine final product composition.

168■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
169In the following section, much care has been taken to elaborate
170on the experimental aspects of this work, since sample
171preparation, handling, and analysis were challenging due to
172the extreme reactivity of the materials.
173Materials. Reactant samples were produced from
174neodymium(III) oxide (Nd2O3, 99.9% REO, Alfa Aesar) and
175graphite (TC 307, 99.9%, Cummings-Moore Graphite). Before
176any mixing of reactants took place, Nd2O3 was annealed in a
177muffle furnace (1000 °C, 2 h, Nabertherm N17/HR) to
178remove carbon dioxide (CO2(g)) or water (H2O) that easily
179reacts with the compound. After annealing, Nd2O3 was
180transferred to a desiccator featuring strong desiccants
181(molecular sieves, 3 Å, Alfa Aesar and phosphorus pentoxide,
182P2O5, 98%, Alfa Aesar) and allowed to cool. Heat treatment
183was also performed for graphite by annealing in an outgassed
184graphite tube furnace featuring inert gas (1700 °C, 2 h, Ar,
18599.9999%, AGA) and graphite crucibles. For the remainder of
186this paper any use of the term “inert gas” refers to gas of the
187previously mentioned type, quality, and manufacture. Heat
188treatment of the graphite was done to remove volatiles and
189adsorbed species that could interfere with measurements and
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190 experimental conditions. Reactants were weighed out on an
191 analytical scale (Mettler-Toledo XPE 504DR) before mixing
192 (20 min, WAB Turbula Mixer T2C) and ring milling (3 × 2
193 min, Herzog HSM 100H, tungsten carbide milling rings). After
194 milling, reactant samples were pressed into cylindrical pills (10
195 mm diameter, 2.0-ton, 1.0 min, Compac DP10-B). Reactant
196 pills were subsequently annealed in a graphite resistance
197 furnace featuring continuous purging with inert gas (1300 °C,
198 2 h, 0.5 slpm). This was to avoid reactant pills breaking up
199 during reaction, causing potential problems with respect to
200 product composition. Post annealing, tablets were used directly
201 in subsequent reduction experiments. Reactant stoichiometry
202 was chosen to allow formation of the compound neodymium
203 oxide carbide (Nd2O2C2). This compound has previously been
204 thoroughly investigated by Butherus et al.26,28 The quantity of
205 carbon was also varied in order to elucidate information on the
206 reaction mechanism. Copper (Cu, 99.9%, Alfa Aesar) was
207 acquired in the form of plates or wire, cleaned (n-heptane,
208 99%, Merck), dried, and cut to the necessary quantity.

209 ■ CARBOTHERMIC REDUCTION PROCEDURES

210 Carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3 was carried out through two
211 approaches: reaction within a tungsten crucible in a graphite
212 resistance furnace and arc melting, respectively. A set of initial
213 experiments were performed to investigate thermal behavior of
214 the Nd2O2C2 phase at elevated temperature (1600−1900 °C).
215 These initial experiments featured exclusive use of a resistance
216 heated graphite furnace and tungsten crucibles. Use of a
217 graphite resistance heated furnace means that high temper-
218 atures are attainable at all but an oxidizing atmosphere. It also
219 allowed for close control of both temperature and atmospheric
220 conditions. Arc melting is fast and makes visual control of the
221 process possible, permitting several experiments to be
222 performed in short time and even if tight control of
223 temperature could prove challenging, the atmosphere could
224 be reasonably controlled. Arc melter experiments also provided
225 a way to reduce tungsten contamination of the final products
226 since spectroscopic grade graphite rod was utilized as an
227 electrode material instead of the tungsten electrode usually
228 employed by this instrument. Results acquired from arc melter
229 experiments were thought to give an indication on possible
230 future scalability of the process by utilizing pre-existing electric
231 arc furnace technology. An outline of the experimental
232 parameters followed during initial experiments is presented
233 in Table S1 of the Supporting Information, whereas
234 experimental parameters for the main work regarding
235 carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3 in the presence of copper
236 are presented in Table S2 of the Supporting Information. Two
237 copper stoichiometries were chosen as to determine the
238 maximum attainable Cu−Nd intermetallic, between the
239 Cu6Nd and Cu2Nd stoichiometries. The carbon content was
240 varied to elucidate the underlying reaction path and
241 mechanism.
242 Method 1: Reduction in Graphite Resistance Furnace.
243 Reduction in the graphite tube furnace was performed by
244 filling a tungsten crucible with appropriate amounts of
245 elemental copper and previously annealed reactant pills. The
246 crucible was then quickly transferred to an outer graphite
247 crucible and placed in the furnace which was subsequently
248 repeatedly evacuated and purged with inert gas (3×) before
249 being heated and maintained at elevated temperature (1900
250 °C, 4 h).

251During annealing the furnace was continuously flushed with
252inert gas (0.5 slpm) to ensure continuous dilution and removal
253of formed CO(g). During preliminary experiments, the furnace
254was also flushed with CO(g) (0.5 slpm) to evaluate stability of
255products toward this gas at a certain temperature. A sectional
256 f1view of the graphite tube furnace is presented in Figure 1.

257Upon cooling of the furnace, the crucible was removed and
258quickly filled with mineral oil (High Purity, Amresco) to
259reduce possible detrimental interactions with atmospheric
260species such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, and moisture. All
261samples were stored in glass desiccators.
262Method 2: Arc Melting. Carbothermic reduction featuring
263arc melting involved placing annealed reactant pills in an arc
264furnace (Compact Arc Melter, MAM-1, Edmund Bühler
265GmbH) along with an appropriate amount of elemental
266copper (99.9%, Alfa Aesar). The furnace was repeatedly
267vacuumed and purged with high-purity inert gas, in addition,
268an oxygen getter (Zr, 99.95%, Alfa Aesar) was arc melted
269before any reactants to further reduce oxygen partial pressure.
270The initial tungsten (W) electrode was later replaced by a
271graphite electrode (spectroscopic grade, Ted Pella Inc.) to
272avoid W contamination of the sample materials. A sectional
273 f2view of the arc melter is given in Figure 2.
274Samples were then sequentially alternated between arc
275melting of an oxygen getter, arc melting of the reactants (5 × 1

Figure 1. Graphite resistance furnace, schematical view of setup.

Figure 2. Arc melter, schematical view of experimental setup.
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276 min), followed by vacuum pumping and purging of the furnace
277 chamber with clean inert gas; this was done to ensure removal
278 of CO(g). After arc melting, samples were quickly transferred
279 to a sealed container featuring mineral oil (High Purity,
280 Amresco). All sealed sample containers were then stored in
281 glass desiccators.

282 ■ SAMPLE ANALYSIS
283 Electron Micro Probe Analysis (EPMA). Analysis of
284 samples reacted in the graphite resistance furnace involved
285 milling chips from the metal sample by placing oil filled
286 crucibles featuring metal samples in a universal milling
287 machine (Knuth, VHF2, tungsten carbide tooling). Produced
288 metal chips were quickly collected and cleaned (n-heptane,
289 99%, Merck) before being transferred to a hot press (Struers
290 Labopress-1) and fixated using a hot mounting resin (Polyfast,
291 180 °C, 5 min residence time, 3 min cooldown time, 15 kN
292 pressing force). Fixated samples were then polished using
293 successively finer abrasives starting with silicon carbide discs
294 going up to magnetic discs (MD-Largo, MD-Mol, MD-Nap,
295 Struers Inc.) featuring diamond suspension (9, 6, and 1 μm,
296 Struers Inc.). During sample preparation such as grinding and
297 polishing, all grinding media and samples were continuously
298 supplied fresh inert oil to keep oxidation to a minimum.
299 Material stemming from arc melting was in the shape of beads
300 and was not found to require fixation. These samples were
301 therefore only subjected to an identical grinding and polishing
302 step as for samples featuring fixated chips, forming coin like
303 structures with highly polished surfaces. Immediately before
304 EPMA analysis, polished samples were cleaned thoroughly
305 with n-heptane to remove any adhering mineral oil and then
306 quickly transferred to an EPMA analyzer (JEOL JXA-8500F,
307 EPMA) where elemental distribution among various phases
308 were identified and quantified. This was done to avoid
309 detrimental oil contamination of instrument high vacuum
310 chambers along with minimizing time for exposure of sample
311 material to atmospheric species. In EPMA, phases enriched in
312 heavier elements were brighter than phases featuring lighter
313 elements. A visual indication of element concentration is
314 provided by the accompanying color scale for each respective
315 analyzed element where the darker end of the scale indicates
316 low concentration and brighter end indicates higher concen-
317 tration.
318 X-ray Diffraction Analysis (XRD). For X-ray diffraction
319 analysis (XRD, Bruker D8 Focus, Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418
320 Å)), chips from milling were transferred to an agate mortar and
321 completely immersed in mineral oil before being carefully
322 ground down, using an agate pestle, until it had the consistence
323 of a fine slurry. Upon XRD analysis, slurry samples were
324 transferred to a paper towel to remove as much mineral oil as
325 possible before being carefully spread out on XRD sample
326 holders. This method was also employed for the initial
327 experiments on the Nd2O2C2 phase. With respect to materials
328 resulting from the arc melting process, samples that had been
329 ground and polished to a coin like structure as described in
330 sample preparation for EPMA analysis, were used directly in
331 XRD analysis. These samples were fixated on the XRD sample
332 holder by using silly putty between holder and sample to be
333 analyzed. Mineral oil was applied to surfaces exposed to
334 atmosphere to avoid oxidation of samples during analysis. Note
335 that for the initial experiments, the 2θ axis starts from 10 deg,
336 whereas for the main experiments it starts from 20 deg. This
337 was done to increase legibility, since much information is

338presented in a relatively narrow 2θ range. No information on
339importance was lost this way as compared to original
340diffractograms.

341■ RESULTS
342Reactions of consideration with respect to carbothermic
343reduction of Nd2O3 to form a Cu−Nd intermetallic, as
344generally described in the Introduction are

3451. Direct carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3 to elemental
346neodymium (hypothetical reaction due to high stability
347of corresponding oxide carbide/carbide):29

Nd O3(s) 3C(s) 2Nd 3CO(g)2 + → +

G 294.549 kJ1900 CΔ =°
°

3482. Formation of Nd2O2C2 (insufficient thermodynamic
349data at given temperature):26,29

Nd O (s) 3C(s) Nd O C (s) CO(g)2 3 2 2 2+ → +

3503. Thermal decomposition of Nd2O2C2 (insufficient
351thermodynamic data at given temperature):26,29

7
2

Nd O C (s) 2Nd O (s) 3NdC (s)

CO(g)

2 2 2 2 3 2→ +

+

3524. Formation of neodymium carbide:29

Nd(l) 2C(s) NdC (s)2+ →

G 360.791 kJ1900 CΔ = −°
°

3535. Decomposition of neodymium dicarbide by solvation of
354Nd in a solvent metal (e.g., Cu):29

NdC (s) Nd(l) 2C(s)2 → +

G 360.791 kJ1900 CΔ =°
°

3556. Formation of neodymium copper intermetallics (ther-
356modynamic expressions featuring Gibbs energy of
357formation for each of the intermetallic compounds are
358given in J/mol) (parts a−e, ref 30; part f, ref 23):

(a) Nd(l) 6Cu(l) Cu Nd(s)6+ →

G T25369 8.53fCu Nd6
Δ = − +°

(b) Nd(l) 5Cu(l) Cu5Nd(s)+ →

G T20749 3.29o
fCu Nd5

Δ = − +

(c) Nd(l) 4Cu(l) Cu Nd(s)4+ →

G T18078 0.65fCu Nd4
Δ = − +°

(d) Nd(l) 2Cu(l) Cu Nd(s)2+ →

G T39059 14.07fCu Nd2
Δ = − +°

(e) Nd(l) Cu(l) CuNd(s)+ →
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G T32086 9.64fCuNdΔ = − +°

(f) 2Nd(l) 7Cu(l) Cu Nd (s)7 2+ →

G T10046.4 7.2194fCu Nd7 2
Δ = − −°

359 According to information on the phase diagram of Cu−Nd,
360 Cu6Nd has the highest melting point of the above listed
361 compounds and the melting points of the Cu−Nd
362 intermetallics are found to drop as the concentration of Nd
363 increases.30−32 The phase diagram as generated by use of

f3 364 Factsage software is presented in Figure 3.33 This phase

365 diagram is found to correspond with a phase diagram
366 suggested by Subramanian and Laughlin although no literature
367 reference was given in the Factsage database.30 It is however
368 observed that this database has omitted the Cu7Nd2 phase,
369 although reported by these authors as well as by Carnasciali et
370 al.25,30

371 Initial Experimental Work on the Nd2O2C2 Phase. As
372 there is no reliable phase diagram for the Nd−O−C system
373 available in the literature, a set of initial “system mapping”
374 experiments to assess the melting behavior of Nd−C−O
375 compounds, was carried out (1600−1900 °C, 2−7 h,
376 experiments 1−4 in Table S1).
377 The mixture comprising Nd oxide carbide was found to be
378 partially molten when subjected to a temperature of 1600 °C
379 in a continuously flushed atmosphere of inert gas for 7 h. This

f4 380 is illustrated in Figure 4, where a stack of reactant pills were
381 fused together. Since visual details of the initial pills and
382 stackstill can be made out, it is assumed that the mixture has
383 been only partially molten.

384Results of XRD analysis of the reactant mixture subjected to
385 f5extended heating at 1600 °C is presented in Figure 5. The
386material is found to consist of mostly Nd2O2C2 with traces of
387Nd2O3.

388Increasing temperature to 1900 °C resulted in the mixture
389becoming molten, forming a reflective compound with a brass
390 f6or golden color as is presented in Figure 6. The material was

391found to be extremely sensitive to moisture and quickly tarnish
392in air, leaving an ash like powder with a blue tint, releasing
393extremely flammable acetylene as it was tarnishing.
394The experiments also involved subjecting the reactants to
395different atmospheres (Ar, CO(g)) to assess potential effect on
396equilibrium products. Melting in an atmosphere of continu-
397ously flushed inert gas was also found to be accompanied by
398thermal decomposition of the Nd2O2C2 compound. According
399to XRD analysis of a sample subjected to melting in inert gas,
400 f7as presented in Figure 7, the sample was found to consist of a
401fused mixture of Nd2O3 and NdC2 along with only traces of
402Nd2O2C2.
403The decomposition reaction was sensitive to partial pressure
404of carbon monoxide (CO(g), as expected from reaction 3),
405since experiments featuring use of CO(g) (PCO(g)= 1 atm, T =
4061900 °C, 2 h, 30 min) instead of inert gas did not display the
407same melting behavior as experiments featuring inert gas
408atmosphere. Instead the reactant pills were intact, only
409displaying small metallic gray droplets on the surface as can
410 f8be seen in Figure 8.
411Results from XRD analysis of a sample heated in a
412 f9constantly flushed atmosphere of CO(g) is given in Figure 9.
413The sample was found to consist of Nd2O3 and graphite with

Figure 3. Phase diagram of Cu−Nd system.

Figure 4. Initial experiment with reactants mixed to Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry and subjected to heating at 1600 °C for 7 h.

Figure 5. XRD analysis of reactants mixed to Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry
and heated at 1600 °C for 7 h.

Figure 6. Initial experiment featuring reactants mixed to Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry and heated in continuously flushed inert gas
atmosphere.
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414 faint diffractions of Nd2O2C2. To evaluate the stability of the
415 apparently molten mixture of Nd2O3 and NdC2 as discovered
416 in the first experiment, toward CO(g), a new experiment was
417 devised. In this experiment the reactants were heated and
418 subjected to inert gas (1900 °C, 30 min, Ar) before changing
419 atmosphere to CO(g) while maintaining identical temperature
420 (1900 °C, 2 h).

f10 421 As illustrated in Figure 10, reactants had melted and formed
422 a gray, reflective metallic looking material, much different from
423 the brass looking material observed in the first experiment.
424 This material was also found to be extremely reactive toward

425moisture and quickly tarnished upon exposure to atmosphere,
426releasing extremely flammable acetylene gas.
427 f11According to the XRD analysis presented in Figure 11, the
428sample was found to consist of Nd2O2C2 and Nd2O3. These

429results lend further credibility to the assumption of release of
430CO(g) upon thermal decomposition, since a partial pressure of
431CO(g) exceeding that respective of the equilibrium decom-
432position reaction would be expected to reverse or inhibit
433thermal decomposition. The highest temperature (1900 °C)
434was chosen based on the results of the initial experiments, to
435ensure molten conditions, since such conditions were assumed
436to promote mass transfer.
437Carbothermic Reduction in Graphite Resistance
438Furnace. A sample before and after reduction in a resistance
439heated graphite furnace at 1900 °C and atmosphere of
440 f12continuously flushed inert gas are presented in Figure 12.
441Upon examination of samples from the graphite resistance
442furnace, it was evident that the sample components had
443melted, forming a metallic appearing material that was
444reflective as can be seen in Figure 12. This material was
445found to adhere strongly to tungsten crucibles. Strong
446adhesion between crucible and sample material caused
447problems in sample extraction for analysis.
448The best method of extraction was found to be milling of
449chips from the sample while submerged in mineral oil assumed
450to be inert to the components of the sample and crucible.
451Results from elemental mapping of a metal sample by EPMA
452 f13are presented in Figure 13. A presence of two phases is evident,
453one Nd rich phase (brighter) and one Cu rich phase (darker).
454Veins of the phase with low Nd concentration were observed

Figure 7. XRD analysis of thermally decomposed Nd oxide carbide at
1900 °C in continuously flushed inert gas atmosphere for 2.5 h.

Figure 8. Initial experiment featuring reactants in Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry heated in a continuous CO(g) atmosphere.

Figure 9. XRD analysis of a sample featuring Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry
subjected to heating at 1900 °C in continuously flushed CO(g)
atmosphere for 2.5 h.

Figure 10. Initial experiment featuring reactants in Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry, heated in an inert atmosphere before switching to
CO(g) atmosphere.

Figure 11. XRD analysis of a sample featuring Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry subjected to initial heating in inert gas before changing
to CO(g) at 1900 °C.
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455 to be dispersed in the Nd rich phase as illustrated in Figure 13.
456 The main elements present in the elemental map appear to be
457 Nd, Cu, W, and Si. Carbon and oxygen were not detectable in
458 the phase map at all. Tungsten seems to be randomly
459 distributed in low concentration based on the color of the map
460 and was included in the mapping to elucidate possible
461 interactions between crucible and sample material. Small
462 quantities of silicon appear to be distributed in the material
463 with a slight preference toward a higher concentration in Nd
464 rich phase; this element was included to evaluate possible
465 contamination from silicon carbide (SiC) based abrasive discs
466 utilized in sample preparation.
467 XRD analysis results of a sample having initial Nd oxide
468 carbide stoichiometry and final Cu6Nd stoichiometry are

f14 469 presented in Figure 14. The sample was found to consist of
470 Cu6Nd, Nd2O2C2, Cu, and Nd2O3. Patterns of both Cu and
471 Cu6Nd were strong and easily identifiable whereas the peaks
472 corresponding to neodymium oxide carbide and neodymium
473 oxide were faint and thus more difficult to identify.
474 Quantified elemental composition by EPMA analysis of five
475 different sample areas of the Nd rich phase in Figure 13 along
476 with averaged values and corresponding standard deviations in

t1 477 Table 1. Main elemental constituents of this phase were found
478 to be Nd, Cu, C, and O along with trace quantities of Si. Nd
479 concentration in this phase is closely following that of NdCu6,

480which is also verified by XRD analysis presented in Figure 14.
481Elemental concentration of Si should however not be trusted
482since stated standard deviation is greater than reported
483element concentration. Quantified results do not conclusively
484support the existence of tungsten, despite observations in
485phase mapping and faint diffractions in XRD. Results with
486respect to tungsten are therefore not considered reliable.
487Quantified results with respect to elemental distribution of
488five measured areas of the Cu rich phase in Figure 13 are
489 t2presented in Table 2. Main elements appear to be Nd, Cu, C,
490and O. Despite results from the elemental map, tungsten and
491silicon were not found in this phase.

492XRD results from experiments featuring initial Nd2O2C2
493stoichiometry with respect to Nd2O3/C ratio and final Cu2Nd
494stoichiometry with respect to Cu/Nd ratio in graphite
495 f15resistance furnace are illustrated in Figure 15. The copper
496quantity was chosen to coincide with NdCu2 stoichiometry to
497evaluate how far the reaction would proceed with respect to
498achievable Cu−Nd intermetallics. Presence of Cu5Nd,
499Nd2O2C2, Nd2O3, NdC2, and WC0.5 are detected. XRD
500peaks corresponding to Cu5Nd and Nd2O3 are strong and
501easily identifiable whereas patterns corresponding to Nd2O2C2,
502NdC2, and WC0.5 are faint but identifiable.
503Carbothermic Reduction in Arc Melter. Arc melted
504material was found to form a bead. To ensure homogeneity
505and completion of the reaction, this bead was turned over and
506remelted repeatedly. A visual example on the arc melting

Figure 12. Image of a crucible containing reactant tablets and copper,
before and after reduction in a graphite resistance furnace.

Figure 13. EPMA analysis of a sample from resistance heated graphite
furnace featuring initial Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry and final Cu6Nd
stoichiometry.

Figure 14. XRD results from a milled metal sample featuring initial
Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry and final Cu6Nd stoichiometry.

Table 1. Average Elemental Composition of Five Areas in
the Nd Rich Phase

element O W C Cu Nd Si

at % avg 1.11 0.00 0.40 85.02 13.41 0.07
std dev 0.15 0.00 0.27 0.33 0.15 0.08

Table 2. Average Elemental Composition of Five Areas in
the Cu Rich Phase

element O W C Cu Nd Si

at % avg 0.34 0.00 0.27 99.23 0.15 0.00
std dev 0.15 0.00 0.06 0.19 0.02 0.00
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f16 507 process from initial reactants to final product is presented in
f16 508 Figure 16.

509 After the final arc melting sequence, a fine dark powder with
510 small flakes of bright colored material was found to surround
511 the bead of melted material. An XRD analysis of this powder is
512 presented in Figure 20.
513 Results from EPMA analysis of material subjected to arc

f17 514 melting can be observed in Figure 17. This material featured an
515 initial Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry with respect to Nd2O3/C ratio
516 and a final stoichiometry of Cu2Nd with respect to Cu/Nd
517 ratio. Again, EPMA phase mapping revealed two phases, one
518 containing higher concentration of Nd (brighter) whereas the
519 other contains more Cu (darker). Samples from arc melting
520 displayed irregular areas that based on contents and
521 concentration of respective elements likely were representative
522 of unconverted material. This unconverted material seemed to
523 have a predominance for areas enriched in Nd. Elemental
524 constituents were found to be Nd, Cu, W, C, O, and Si. Silicon
525 appears slightly more frequent in the Nd rich phase and was
526 included in the analysis to evaluate if silicon carbide (SiC)
527 particulate matter from the abrasive discs used in preparation
528 of the samples could be embedded in the soft sample material.
529 Tungsten does indeed again appear on the phase map,

530randomly distributed in the material just as it did for samples
531prepared by graphite resistance furnace. This result is
532surprising since the experiment was devised to minimize
533probability of tungsten contamination by exchanging the arc
534furnace electrode which normally consists of tungsten with one
535made from graphite. The only possible route of contamination
536would thus be the initial ring milling of the reactants that was
537identical for all experimental runs. Quantified results do
538however not show any detectable concentration of W and the
539results from phase mapping should thus not be considered
540reliable. Nevertheless, a presence of tungsten could possibly
541indicate a similar reaction as suggested by Mcallum et al.,
542where carbon from decomposed NdC2 is captured by
543formation of very stable tungsten carbide which is expected
544to be finely distributed in the final reaction products.16 Upon
545investigation of this assumption, one can address the quantified
546 t3t4f18results of Table 3 and Table 4 as well as XRD results presented

547 f18in Figure 18, which by the lack of W detection in conjunction
548with low concentration of carbon would suggest that such a
549scenario to be unlikely, since a significant quantity of tungsten
550would have to be present to consume all carbon from the
551formed carbide to release elemental Nd.
552The XRD analysis of an arc melted sample featuring initial
553Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry and final Cu2Nd stoichiometry is
554presented in Figure 18. The sample was found to consist of
555Cu5Nd, Cu6Nd, Nd2O3, and Nd2O2C2. It should be mentioned
556that these samples featured a reactivity that necessitated short

Figure 15. XRD results for experiments featuring initial Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry and final Cu2Nd stoichiometry in a graphite furnace.

Figure 16. Arc melting process, from initial reactants to final product.

Figure 17. EPMA mapping of the elemental distributions in a sample
from an arc melting experiment featuring initial Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry and final Cu2Nd stoichiometry.

Table 3. Averaged Elemental Composition of Five Measured
Areas in the Nd Rich Phase from Arc Melting

element O W C Cu Nd Si

at % avg 1.57 0.01 0.20 79.13 18.93 0.15
std dev 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.42 0.35 0.02

Table 4. Averaged Elemental Composition of Five Measured
Areas in the Cu Rich Phase from Arc Melting

element O W C Cu Nd Si

at % avg 1.13 0.00 0.24 84.53 14.02 0.09
std dev 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.11 0.06
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557 analysis times to avoid detrimental interaction with atmos-
558 pheric species. These results are corroborated by the quantified
559 results of Table 3, suggesting the phase enriched in Cu to be
560 closely corresponding with that of Cu6Nd along with Table 4,
561 which describes the Nd enriched phase to consist of material
562 corresponding to that of Cu5Nd.
563 Quantified elemental composition of five areas representa-
564 tive of the Nd-rich phase in Figure 17 is given in Table 3. In
565 this phase, traces of W could be detected along with small
566 quantities of silicon. Results with respect to tungsten were
567 considered unreliable since the standard deviation was found
568 to exceed that of the reported element concentration.
569 Quantified elemental composition corresponding to the Cu-
570 rich phase of Figure 17 is presented in Table 4. Tungsten does
571 not appear to be present in any of the analyzed areas. Silicon
572 appears to exist in slightly lower quantities than in phases from
573 the same sample featuring elevated concentrations of Nd.
574 Results from XRD analysis of a sample featuring an increase
575 in carbon quantity of 18% weight in excess of Nd2O2C2
576 stoichiometry, and Cu/Nd ratio of Cu6Nd are presented in

f19 577 Figure 19. This was done to evaluate effect of excess carbon

578upon experimental results. The sample was found to consist of
579Cu6Nd, Nd2O3, NdC2, and Cu. Patterns corresponding to
580Cu6Nd and Cu were found to be clear and easy to identify,
581whereas patterns respective of Nd2O3 and NdC2 was faint but
582identifiable.
583The dark powder featuring bright chunks of material in
584Figure 16 was found to consist of fine copper particles,
585neodymium oxide, and neodymium oxide carbide, as shown by
586 f20the XRD analysis presented in Figure 20. Copper was likely
587evaporated by the intense heat of arc melting whereas Nd2O3
588and Nd2O2C2 were likely rejected from molten material upon
589solidification.

590■ DISCUSSION
591Decomposition and Melting Behavior of the Nd2O2C2
592Compound. A set of initial experiments were performed to
593evaluate melting behavior of the neodymium oxide carbide
594phase. This phase was chosen since it was thought to have a
595favorable carbon−oxygen balance, allowing for the formation
596and continuous flushing of gaseous reaction products (CO(g))
597during reduction with metal solvent. According to analysis of
598reaction products as presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the
599mixture had been partially molten and found to consist of
600Nd2O2C2 and Nd2O3. The melting phenomena is also
601described by Butherus et al., who claimed that the Nd2O2C2
602compound started to melt partially at 1592 °C and completely
603at 1602 °C, agreeing well with the experimental observations of
604this work.26 Thus, to ensure molten conditions in shorter time,
605the temperature was increased. Based on the results of this
606experiment as presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7, it was
607inferred that thermal decomposition of the Nd2O2C2 phase
608was occurring at this temperature. The effect of partial pressure
609of CO(g) on the previously observed thermal decomposition
610reaction are presented in Figures 8−11. Based on these results,
611it was assumed that carbon monoxide in excess of equilibrium
612pressure forced the equilibrium reaction toward the reactant
613side, inhibiting decomposition of Nd2O2C2. Therefore, it
614would also likely mean that thermal decomposition of
615Nd2O2C2 is associated with evolution of CO(g). Thus, a
616plausible total reaction equation describing the thermal
617decomposition reaction of Nd2O2C2 could be represented by

Figure 18. XRD analysis results from an arc melted sample featuring
reduced initial stoichiometry of Nd2O2C2 and final stoichiometry of
Cu2Nd.

Figure 19. XRD results from experiments featuring use of arc melter
and 18% weight excess carbon as compared to Nd2O2C2
stoichiometry and Cu/Nd ratio of final NdCu6 stoichiometry.

Figure 20. XRD analysis of dark powder assumed to be evaporated
from sample during arc melting.
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618 reaction 3, which was also proposed by Butherus et al.26 The
619 fact that the reaction mixture had fused during thermal
620 decomposition could indicate existence of a eutectic mixture of
621 Nd2O3 and NdC2. The possibility of a eutectic based upon
622 observations of fused samples upon extraction is also
623 mentioned by Butherus et al.26 In that work it was concluded
624 that the eutectic was a result of reaction between Nd2O2C2 and
625 the graphite crucible.26 In this work, tungsten crucibles were
626 utilized, hence limiting available carbon. Since the samples
627 were still observed to be fused by use of tungsten crucibles it
628 would be prudent to assume that any eutectic formed would
629 thus be a consequence of the mixture of Nd2O3 and NdC2 and
630 not reaction between Nd2O2C2 and graphite. Use of the
631 Nd2O2C2 stoichiometry at a temperature of 1900 °C
632 encountered in these experiments would thus indicate that
633 all components were molten which would promote mass
634 transfer, ultimately reducing time for carbothermic reduction
635 of Nd2O3 and subsequent formation of Cu−Nd intermetallics.
636 Cu−Nd Intermetallic Formation Mechanism. To
637 evaluate possible effects on final product distribution and to
638 possibly get information on reaction mechanisms responsible
639 for the observed reactions, reactants were mixed in various
640 stoichiometric ratios and reduced (Table S2, Supporting
641 Information). As can be seen from results of both graphite
642 resistance furnace and arc melter experiments, Nd2O3 was
643 found in varying concentrations in all samples. Diffraction
644 patterns corresponding to this compound was found to drop as
645 carbon quantity was increased. This is evident upon
646 comparison of Figure 14 and Figure 19. Such a result is
647 unsurprising upon consideration of the decomposition reaction
648 3 and one would assume excess carbon equating to formation
649 of more NdC2 by reduction of Nd2O3. An increase of intensity
650 with respect to NdC2 XRD patterns could thus be expected.
651 According to results, this was not found to be the case, NdC2
652 was virtually nonexistent in samples featuring stoichiometric
653 quantities of carbon and only faint reflections respective of
654 NdC2 and Nd2O3 could be detected in samples featuring
655 higher carbon concentration.
656 When considering results with respect to Cu−Nd inter-
657 metallics, increased carbon concentration along with main-
658 taining quantities of copper indicative of a certain Cu−Nd
659 stoichiometry yielded stronger diffraction patterns for products
660 corresponding to the desired Cu−Nd intermetallic, indicative
661 of increased concentration and crystallinity of the compound.
662 As an example of the previous statement, by comparison of
663 Figure 14 and Figure 19, one can see that using a C−Cu−
664 Nd2O3 stoichiometry corresponding to that of Nd2O2C2 and
665 Cu6Nd yielded a mixture of Nd2O3, Cu6Nd (faint diffraction
666 pattern), and unconverted Cu (strong diffraction pattern),
667 whereas experiments featuring otherwise identical composi-
668 tion, save for higher carbon concentration, resulted in
669 formation of Cu6Nd with a much higher intensity diffraction
670 pattern. These results combined with the observation of only
671 faint diffractions corresponding to NdC2 are thus pointing in
672 the direction of the reaction mechanism being decomposition
673 of NdC2. This decomposition is likely promoted by presence of
674 molten copper, reducing activity of solvated Nd species to a
675 value below that required by the equilibrium constant to
676 sustain NdC2 at the given temperature. The reduction in
677 activity for Nd species solvated by copper means that the Cu−
678 Nd mixture has a negative deviation from ideality and is an
679 indication of strong interaction occurring between the Cu and
680 Nd species in the molten mixture.21 Decomposition of

681neodymium dicarbide has previously been described in
682literature and was found to result in formation of elemental
683Nd and carbon.34,35 According to the literature, decomposition
684of NdC2 has occurred under vacuum conditions, which differs
685from the atmospheric pressure inert gas used in the current
686experiments. The proposed reaction mechanism based on
687carbothermic reduction of Nd2O3 and subsequent decom-
688position of both Nd2O2C2 and NdC2, forming Cu−Nd
689 s1intermetallics, is illustrated in Scheme 1.

690It should be noted that NdC2 and Nd2O2C2 are very
691sensitive to atmospheric moisture, rapidly decomposing,
692forming acetylene gas and Nd2O3.

26 Sample extraction by
693milling for EPMA analysis and subsequent fine grinding of
694sample material for XRD analysis could provide possible
695pathways to exposure with regards to atmospheric moisture,
696even when samples were coated in oil. In this regard, the
697probability of atmospheric moisture interfering with analysis
698results becomes higher for samples subjected to XRD analysis
699due to an extra grinding step. Thus, the possibility of phases
700appearing and/or disappearing in XRD that might exist in the
701original sample material should not be disregarded although
702careful sample preparation was aimed at mitigating these risks.
703Extent of Cu−Nd Intermetallic Formation. Reactant
704ratio with respect to Cu and Nd2O3 was varied from Cu6Nd to
705Cu2Nd stoichiometry. This was done to evaluate how far the
706reduction reaction would proceed with respect to maximum
707attainable Cu−Nd intermetallic and is hereafter referred to as
708extent of intermetallic formation. According to available
709literature, several intermetallics exists in the Cu−Nd system
710(see reaction eqs 6a−f).23,30,31 If decomposition of NdC2,
711caused by a reduction in activity of Nd species is responsible
712for the formation of Cu−Nd intermetallics as assumed
713previously, it would also be prudent to assume that at some
714concentration of Nd in Cu, the activity of Nd would approach
715the value required to reform NdC2. At such conditions, an
716equilibrium would be expected to occur between NdC2 and
717the Cu−Nd intermetallic with the highest attainable Nd
718concentration. The maximum attainable Cu−Nd intermetallic
719could thus be gauged by simultaneous presence of NdC2 and
720the specific Cu−Nd intermetallic featuring the highest
721concentration of Nd, found to exist at these conditions.
722According to results presented in Figure 15, experiments
723featuring Cu2Nd stoichiometry, appeared to stop at Cu5Nd,
724leaving a mixture of Cu5Nd and NdC2 along with Nd2O2C2
725and Nd2O3. For experiments performed by arc melting of an

Scheme 1. Reaction Mechanism of Carbothermic Nd2O3
Reduction and Subsequent Cu−Nd Formation
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726 identical reactant mixture, reaction products were found to be
727 Cu6Nd, Cu5Nd, NdC2 and Nd2O3 as presented in Figure 18.
728 These results are thus indicative of the maximum attainable
729 concentration of Nd in Cu corresponding to that of Cu5Nd,
730 never reaching that of Cu2Nd although enough Nd exists in the
731 system to theoretically facilitate this phase. When activity of
732 solvated Nd exceeds that required in formation of
733 intermetallics, compounds such as Cu6Nd and Cu5Nd is
734 formed upon cooling. Formation of such intermetallics has a
735 negative Gibbs energy and is spontaneous, likely affecting the
736 net energy of the reduction reaction. Another interesting result
737 is the coexistence of Nd2O2C2 and Cu−Nd intermetallics,
738 since presence of Nd2O2C2 necessitates a certain partial
739 pressure of CO(g) to avoid decomposition at temperatures
740 encountered during experiments. This likely means that the
741 Cu−Nd intermetallics have low sensitivity to partial pressure of
742 CO(g) with respect to potential decomposition of the
743 intermetallic, yet again pointing in direction of Nd having
744 low activity in Cu. Partial pressure of CO(g) is still important
745 since it facilitates decomposition of Nd2O2C2 giving rise to a
746 liquid mixture of Nd2O3 and NdC2 which in turn was thought
747 to enhance reaction rate by increased mass transfer.
748 Potential for Industrial Production of Pure Nd from
749 Cu−Nd Intermetallics. Separation of Cu−Nd products from
750 other components of the reaction was not attempted, nor was
751 any attempt made to quantify level of conversion. With respect
752 to possible future product separation one might compare
753 Figure 13 and Figure 17. It seems that experiments performed
754 in graphite furnace are less contaminated with inclusions of
755 unconverted material after experiments than experiments
756 utilizing arc melter. This might be caused by slightly different
757 mixing and slower cooling in the graphite furnace. These
758 observations can indicate that a separation occurs between the
759 metallic phase and other reaction products. Observed
760 evaporation of copper during arc melting (evident from XRD
761 results of dark powder as presented in Figure 20) is interesting
762 since it opens for facile concentration of elemental neodymium
763 from carbothermic reduction and warrants further investiga-
764 tion. This evaporative method of Nd “up-concentration” would
765 require carbon to be unavailable in the system since it could
766 cause a potential back reaction reforming the dicarbide, thus
767 necessitating an optimization with respect to carbon quantities
768 utilized in the reduction. The ease of reduction as
769 demonstrated by arc melting experiments suggest a potential
770 for future scalation of the process by utilizing an industrial
771 electric arc furnace. Ongoing research on Nd electrowinning
772 has demonstrated potential of allowing for extraction of pure
773 Nd from Cu−Nd intermetallics.36

774 ■ CONCLUSIONS
775 The path and mechanism of carbothermic reduction of
776 neodymium(III) oxide in the presence of molten copper, to
777 form neodymium−copper intermetallics, were studied through
778 arc melting as well as graphite resistance furnace experiments.
779 The following conclusions were reached:

780 1. Carbothermic reduction of neodymium(III) oxide was
781 found to be feasible by utilizing copper as a solvent
782 metal in both resistance heated graphite furnace and by
783 arc melting, resulting in formation of Cu−Nd inter-
784 metallic phases, predominantly Cu6Nd and Cu5Nd. The
785 reaction did not seem to go past Cu5Nd, in terms of Nd
786 concentration, as an intermetallic product.

7872. The proposed reaction mechanism was decomposition
788of neodymium carbide, which is a product of thermal
789decomposition of neodymium oxide carbide formed in
790the reaction of neodymium(III) oxide with carbon.
7913. Use of excess quantity of carbon as compared to Nd
792oxide carbide stoichiometry in the initial raw material
793mixture was found to correlate with increased yield of
794the desired Cu−Nd intermetallic.
7954. Removal of CO(g) was important with respect to the
796extent of Cu−Nd intermetallic formation, since it
797facilitated increased decomposition of Nd2O2C2, form-
798ing a molten mixture consisting of Nd2O3 and NdC2

799along with evolution of CO(g).
8005. While important that CO is removed to facilitate
801Nd2O2C2 decomposition, the process was found to be
802relatively insensitive to partial pressure of carbon
803monoxide as evident from coexistence of both Cu−Nd
804intermetallic along with Nd2O2C2
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